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CHAPTER I

COOPERATION AND SELFISHNESS, THEIR'
ORIGINS AND INFLUENCES

• I • I' .~

(I) THE SPHERE OF COOPERATION

The dictionary explains co-operation thus: the act of co

-operation, specially th.e system of co-operating in the production or

provision of goods for th~ common benefit; the working or acting 'con

jointly for the same ultimate end. The explanation for selfishness

given is: the quality of'being selfish, the exolusive regard of a Person to

his own interest or happiness. In fact the t,YO words, co-operation

and selfishness, in everyday usage, means exactly opposite ideas or

principles.

The cleariT g a,way of the explanatory matter ho,ving been accom

poished, we can now approach the subject proper, the making of an

.analysis of the two words and the principles involved. '
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Co-operation does not particularly mean the protection of public

rights nor the distribution of public producticns, in unanimity _ Co

operation is, in public af;£airs generally speaking, the building and

maintenance of the welare of the people and the commonwealth. If

it were possible to attain an absolute state of co-operation among the

peoples of a state, of a nation among the world's nations, and a group

or alliance of nations among the groups of the nations of the world,

there would never be any friction. collisions among peoples or nations.

or clashes, in attaining a common end, or desired aim. The predominant

aim, as asserted to-day among civilized powers, is the attaining of a

perpetual state of peace throughout the world.

Any -nation that can create the proper spirit of co-operation or

attain an absolute state of co-operation among its peoples, working or

scriving for the usual desired ends, happiness, wealth and peace. can

eventually, through a continuation of such policy and methodS, a.ttain

the landable and desired result for greater and wider aims.

The people wiII eventually learn and realize that the world is

composed of a family of nations and that we are aIr, under the skin,

brothers in fact. When this happy day arrives, when the family idea.

()ecomes generaIIy accepted and the old race-hatreds and national

hatreds become extinot then we may look forward to a continual state'

of peace and happiness n.s a reward for the striving for these desirable:
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results, through an<;l by co-operation. There will, then, be no'r-ea.SOlk

for frictions and struggles .among the nations and the peoples of the

various nations of the world. The realiza.tion that they hold similar

aims in view and that a co-operatlve method will bring the atta.ining of

that end more quickly will cause a broader vision to be taken of

problems besetting them and they will ~o-operate together without war

and .friction to gain the desired results.

The lliCknowledgillg of the fact that aU men of all races and nationR

are upon a )llane of equality wiU aid materially in eradicating our

present day clashes and wars.

Despite a certain amount of teaching of thc subject, as yet, the

worId's peoples have not learned the lesson nor the method of co

operating among themselves for their desires, aims, and 'objects, 'vithout

friction orclash.es. The world's peoples not being, farniliar with the

principles of co-operation they naturally are unaWare of the method of

.a,pplying them to their problems and world affairs.

Cooperation, relative to humanity's welfare, can be sub-divided

into three divisions for the sake of simplicity. These divisions are. as

fol1ows:-

First, Social co-operation. Society, basicl\lIy, rests upon the

family. From the family it spreads to a, group 0')' families until it

eventua.Ily widens o:ut to the size of cities, provinces or regions. a,nd
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then into nations. Social co-operation also evolves or develops intI>

group needs and desires, such as education. The grouping of families

into a- circle where education could be obtained by the members of the

families desiring it brought to the persons interested. to a certain

degree, the knowledge and reaIiz!3.tion that they were co-operating for a

desired end to the benefit of all.

Second; National co-operation. Co-operation in a national sense

has not as yet been realized to the degree that national problems are

solved in the proper form. Systems and policies that most governments

have been based upon and applied automatioaIJy are working against the

true spirit of co-operation. It has been this method of conducting national

affairs that he"s led to so many revolutions and which leads to so many

internal struggles. The introduot.ion of the true spirit of co-operation_

-will prevent the explosions of wars and struggles. All men are equal

and all nations will be friend to each other. The result will be great

commonwealth.

Third; International co-operation. The various nations that

comprise the family of nations of the world all have their several

interests and aims that they are continually striving for wealth,

happiness, and peace. The world being a collection of various races and

stateb it is but natural that they should see their national problems

from their nat:onalistic Viewpoint. It is due to this continual striving-
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to attain various ·a"ims that creates friotion and clashes among the

various powers owing to the dissimilarity of methods utilized. The

existence of intelnational cooperation would eliminate all causes of

di asters, frictions, clashes, struggles and wars. Co-operation is

essentially: a new road for t,he world's peoples to travel and eventually

they will see the neces-<;ity and the reason in taking this thoroughfare

towards their objects and aims.

(2) THE SPHERE OF SELFISHNESS

What do we mean by selfishness? Selfishness is the source of

struggle, and competition. Struggles among nations, the competition

among families and all those unfortunate and confused conditions that

occur in the sooiety of nations is the product of selfishness. The world's

peoples claim that they are willing to and are working in a spirit of

co-operation for the peace and happiness of the world but this is not

definitely true; a state of selfishness continues to oversha.dow the efforts

of those who would bring those laudable aims to realization.

The narrow-minded, selfish and egoistical activities of families.

peoples and nations, that strive for peace and happiness in methods

that will only benefit self-interest to the detriment of those of

bl'oader vision who subordinate personal gain to the struggle to benefit

the whole, is the cause for the present state ·of selfishness and lack" of
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co-operation that prevails in intenul,tiQtul,l affu.irs and which is

the direct cause for continual frict,ion, cln.shcsand wars. Co-opcru.tion.

in international affairs. would eliminate thi;; state of unhl\ppiness an<.l

disorder.

The re~,ults of this continual state Of sclfishnes.<; among families,

,peoples and na,tions is a. circular state of affairs. Viotory attends in one

case to be followed by failure. the winner who kills,to-day will die by a

similar method tomorrow. Thc final result ever being death. The

coming worId war wilJ point a lesson that will never be forgotten far

more so than the last great tragedy in ,1914. This coming war will

again result from selfishness and Jack of co-operation to the detriment

of civilization. The price that wiII be paid for not learning to apply

co-operation to ','orId problems wiII be far grefl,ter than can at present

be realized.'

l'he spirit of selfishness can be classified into three dividions also.

therefore we shall divide it and analize it as follows:-

First, Socia"! selfishness. The people of aU civilized na,tions'make

the assertiOll that they' are forever co-operating for the benefit of the

general good of all, but actually this is not true. The people are not

co-operating in a'litera,I sense nor in an absolute manner for the benefit

of all as can be verified frolli a few illustrations. The dis-solving of

marriage by divorce is an excellent illustration of the lack of co-
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operation. It is stated that divorce grants liberty to ,the man and

woman who have been manied and who ca.nnot be hf~PPY nor continue

to live togethor without strife. This shows beyond al10ubt that t.Lere

is a Jack of co-operation. as, in most cases of divorce, if the two persons

interested had exerted themselves and had subordinated personal

interests to the good of the whole. there would' be no need af fI. dis

solving of the marriage. Generally speaking, a marriage takes place

and, at the time, the two persons who euter into the contract usually

ha.ve a great n,mount of affection and love for el1ch other. Then friction

is caused from some reason or other and affeotions cool and after close

intimate reln,tions and co-operation of in~erest.'3 the two parties involved

drift away and their interests become disimilar leading to divorqe. It

is from the existence of selfishnes!l that friction and clashes arise.

Society being based upon the family', if co-operation being

impossible to exist between two persons in a close and intimate state,

it is therefore natural that it cannot exist in the society also. How can it

be applied to the greater problem if it is inlpossible to make a success ill a

minor caRe? \Vithout co-operation sooiety generally will degenerate into

a state of disorder and confusion leading to greater friction and troubles.

Society being the foundation of a nation and nations are the ~'oundation

of the world. 'l"he degeneration of the society means the degeneration

of the world as a whole. It is thus that we must learn to apply co-
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operation to intimate affairs if we would be successful in larger problems.

Second, National selfishness. National selfishness can be traced

directly to social selfishness. National selfishness is created from the

affairs of the stnte being applied to world problems with selfish motives

and without reg8,rd to the benefit of the whole or greater good. It is

continually stated that progress is only made through competitions and

struggles. This is a false premise and has been taught to the world for

so many generations that the truth has been denied entirely. According

to this unreasonable assumption .all nations try to develop their

military arts and be prepared in War, owing to the aim of self

prospority and self-benefits. \-Var is thus introduced and peoples'

fortune destroyed.

Third. International selfishness. In international selfishness it

will be found that a group of nations or an alliance of states are working

for the selfish benefit of themselves to the detriment of another group of

nations or states. The usual frictions arise. The .o.der of the world

and the fortune of the people will as a whole de!!troyed.

(3) THE ORIGIN OF COOPERATION

The spirit of co-operation has been a fundamental pal't of humanity

and of the universe since time began. It might almost be said that co

operation began with the creation of the world itself. The teachings of
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God are based upon co-operation and this principle is set forth as being

the ideal for religious peoples. To those who understand and realize the

principles of co-operation and apply it to their lives success follows

their aims and efforts as naturally as night follows day. All things and

'all basic matters are based upon this principle, even the reproduction

of the species. It is nature itself that teaches us the principles of· co

operation. Co-operation is one' of the most potential forces that

permeates the world to-day and though it cannot be olassed among

those matters that can be 'seen, tasted or felt by touch', the results of

this powerful force or lack 0'2 it, is felt throughout every phase 0: man's

life or works and aims. It is the primary element necessary ~'or the

welfare of humanity. Its effects are felt in every line of endeavor and

through every cla.ss of man.

The element of co-operation is applicable to all peoples, societies

and ,nations. The utilization' of this force mea.ns and results in the

success oT man's efforts and in the general good and welfare of the

people, the lack or co-operation results, of course, in exactly the

opposite, lack of aohievement and of· attaining desired aims and

happiness. Applied basically to humanity, that is to the family, it

shows results by the wealth, happiness 'and peace in the family. The

application of the same element to society, peoples in general a.ud to

nations will result in simila.r successful aims and results. If nations
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operation to intimate affairs if we would be successful in larger problems.

Second, National selfishness. National selfishness can be traced

directly to social selfishness. National selfishness is created from the

affairs of the state being applied to world problems with selfish motives

and without regD,rd to the benefit of the whole or greater good. It is

continually stated that progress is only made through competitions and

struggles. This is a. fa.lse premise and has been taught to the world for

so many generations that the truth has been denied entirely. According

to this unreasonable assumption .all nations try to develop their

military arts and be prepared in war, owing to the aim of seIf

prospority and self-benefits. "Val' is th'Us introduced and peoples'

fortuno destroyed.

Third. International selfishness. In international selfishness it

will be found that a group of nations or an alliance of states are \'\forking

for the selfish benefit of themselves to the detriment of another group of

nations or states. The usual frictions arise. The .o.der of the world

and the fortune of the people will as a whole def'troyed.

(3) THE ORIGIN OF COOPERATION

The spirit of co-operation has been a fundamental PaI't of humanity

and of the universe since time began. It might almost be said that co

operation began with the creation of the world itself. The teachings of
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God are based "Upon co-operation and this principle is set forth as being

the ideal for religio"Us peoples. To those who understand and realize the

principles of co-operation and apply it to their lives success follows

their aims and efforts as natmally as night follows day. All things and

-all basic matters are based upon this principle, even the reproduction

of the species. It is nature itself that teaches us the principles of- co

operation. Co-operation is one of the -most potential forces that

permeates the world to-day and though it cannot be olassed among

those matters that can be seen, tasted or felt by touch, the results of

this powerful force or lack 0-;' it. is felt throughout every phase 0:' man's

life or works and aims. It is the primary element necessary ~'or the

welfare of humanity. Its effects are felt in every line of endeavor and

through every class of man.

The element of co-operation is applicable to all peoples, societies

and -nations. The utilization of this force means and results in the

success of man's efforts and in the general good and welfare of the

people, the lack of co-operation results, of course, in exactly the

opposite, lack of aohievement and of - attaining desired aims and

happiness. -Applied basically to h"Umanity, that is to the family, it

shows results by the weanh, happiness and peace in the family. The

application of the same element to society, peoples in general and to

nations will result in similar successful aims and results. If nations
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could forever eliminate th na.tionalistic policies and apply their

energies and efforts towards creating a great super-state or int rna.tionaI

republic the world's peoples would attain the eVer striven for aims,

peace, happines.s and ~elleral good of the whole. The lack of co

operation in worId'sproblems in an in-efficient and selfish manner is the

,cause for the world's sadness and misery to-day among the world's

suffering millions. A tl'ue application of co-operation in solving wodel

prohlems ·would ameliorate 'conditions immediately ~11d bring happines:s

and peaoe to the world. In other words if we were to follow the

precepts of co-operation there, would be no-problems, remaining to solve

with their everlasting misery.

(4) THE ORIGIN OF SELFISHNESS

Selfishness was born through competition and opposition: Man,

back in the days of the world's youth, was on a mental and physical

plane with the lower order of animals, this state resulting in man'.

,competing with the lower animals to obtain the necessities of life.

Later.. man developed the art of talking and writing, in a primitive

manner, of 'course, but this state of affairs raised him :l'ar above the

other animals and' man there'fore withdrew from his former style of

living on a more or less equal status with the other type of animals

and kept to himself, except when he sallied forth to kill SOlUe
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of his former friend"! for food: 'Though man had raised' himself above alI .

the other animals he retained the spirit of selfishness created through'

competition and has yet to eradicate this eleUltmt from his chara~ter.

Man became so aCOllstomed to this spirit .of selfiShness that it was

accept&! as a part of lult~anity's traits and .finally looked upon·as a

laudable oharacteristic, in 'some cases. This selfish attitude towards·

affa.irs h~ caused unt~1<l ~isery and grief to the world's people!! for·

untold ages and ~l~st be eliminated 1'rom his personality.'

Modern man and nations look UPOn selfishness with tolerance but

they usually do not realize that it is an animal characteristic and that

when man permits himself to be selfi!'h for personal motives he is a man·

in name but an anima.I in fact. It is the wise application 'of selfishness

to the world's problems and affairs that causes the widespread misery

and suffering prevailing thrOllghout the world to-day; the elimination

of this element from humanity's character is necessary for the world's

happiness and peace. It is this characteristic that leads to intolerance

and narrow-minded views upon world affairs resulting in friction,

clashes and wars to the sadness of the world.

(5) THE QUINTESSENCE OF CO-OPERATION
AND SELFISHNESS IN HUMANITY

The spirit of co-operation and selfishness is found mixed to a degree
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throughout the world to-day and may be illustrated by various

applications to subjects. In applying co-operation to families and

friends it brings happiness, wealth and peace. In intimate relation

ships it succeeds in creating that even flow of peaceful life so desirous

by these attempting this form of contacts, whereas selfishness leads to a

continual state of unrest. and unhappiness. The application of the

spirit of co-operation has been attempted by the creation of various

leagues as states and powers. It has been attempted to eradicate the

spirit of selfishness from the policies of nation and multilateral contracts

h:we been entered into by the various powers to prevent the spreading

of the spirit of selfishness of a particular nation in applying its policies.

Success has as yet not been unqualified when applied to world

affairs but with the continual teaching and spreading of the ideas and

spirit of co-operation the world will eventually attain a proper and

correct attitude towards world problems and solve them without

r!3course. to armed clashes and war. for settlement. It is this spirit of

selfishness that causes the failure of leagues of peace and disarmament

conferences to really disarm and decrea.'3e the appliances of murder and

bloodshed. Though it appears that the spirit of selfishness has complete

ly permeated the world to the exclusion of co-operation this is not so.

if co-operation was to be entirely eliminated from the world's activities

the destruction of the world would ocour immediately. The war
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between the spirits of co-operation and selfishness will continue e.ven

though it is recognized that co-operation is the most desirable.

The spirit of co-operation is the nature of human kind and the

quantity of co.operation is oomparativeiy higher than the quantity of

selfishness that every individual had contained. so whatever the want a

person may have, yet one cannot give up the spirit of co-operation

completely. But the power of preserving and developing it is rather

small, owing to the fact that people are usually selfish in character.

Selfishness has the power to displace the spirit of co-operation. which

may be seen in history as well as in present occasions. The reason

is due to the lack of co-operative education and co-operative politics.

Having co-operative education and co-operative politics, the spirit of

co-operation will shine in all its brilliancy.

(6) INFLUENCE OF CO-OPERATION AND

SELFISHNESS UPON THE WORLD

The influence of co-operation and selfishness upon the world is of a

greater extent than is gernerally realized. In exploring the extent

of these influences we find in many cases. that a form of co-operation

will be extended but is not lived up to in spirit. A race will be known

for its exceedingly fine performance of politeness and grace 0'1' manners,

whereas it is merely a form and if analyzed closely it will be found
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that the-race does not live up to the spirit of the ceremony creating lit 

great gap between spirit and practice.

The selfish person usually succeeds in attaining the aim strived for

a.t the time- being but eventually- finds that through the actions of being

selfish has lost in the long, run far more-than' -w.hat has been obtained.

The conduct of a selfish person reacts upon himself to a greater degree

than is usually realized and in the long rUn loses not only the material'

gain striven for but also the respect and friendship with those with

whom he comes into contact with. This fact is applicable to nations

also, in their dealings and contacts with other nations. It is the cause

of a loss of respect and confidence in their operations and results in

aU loss of material gains as well as spiritual gains.

Selfishness is not a fundamental trait of human nature but is an

acquired characteristic and oan be eradicated from the personality if so

desired. The person who does not eliminate this characteristic from his

personality is the sort of person who does not realize that he is retaining

an unprofitable- oharacteristic in his life and invariably learns this fact

through experience and loss of material and spiritual gains in tho long

run. Men who have ern.<.licn.ted this undesirable characteristic from their

personality are quick to realize and profit through their contaots with

other members of the human race in their dealings. It will also be

found that the gains realized from a person who is unselfish and who is
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intelligent enough to understand this fact will acquire gains that are

permanent and which rea·ct to his fortune and profit infinitely.

In summarizing the influence of the effeots of co-operation and

selfi"hness it is pertinent to remark that the results of selfishness are

temporary whereas the effects of co-operation are permanent and good

reacts to the person utilizing this force or element for an indefinite

period of time. Only the result of co-operation is right. great, and

valuable.



CHAPTER II

EVENTS WHEREIN THE ELE'\1ENTS OF CO.
OPERATION AND SELFISHNESS

HAVE BEEN UTILIZED

II Q ••• :....C---

( I ) CO-OPERATION BY THE ANCIENT AND
SAVAGE TRIBES

During the age of universal wilderness, man lived in a savage state

and his entire life was ruled by fear. Having but the most rudimentary

ideas upon life his entire time was taken up in acquiring food and

skins, the one to feed himself and his family and the other to olathe

them. The food was mainly wild animals. Eventually, the various

tribes having gathered together as olans and more or less settling at a

permanent place, they found it necessary to co-operate together for

the benefit of the tribe as a whole. This lesson in co-operation was

not lost upon the leaders of the tribes who might be classed as the'r sages

as they readily found that through the element of co.operation they

gained much for the least expenditure of time and effort. The fact that

selfishness was also born through these activities wa,s, of course, natural,
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as 'all shOl't-sighted people usually become selfish upon the thought or

the realization that some sort of gain may result through co-operation

and this bad trait has infected the world to such extent that in many

cases it overshadows alI the best efforts of those broad-visioned leaders

that would attain their aims for the benefit of the whole through

co-operation, and leads to the misery of the world's peoples generaIJy

and needlessly.

It has been through co-operation that families, societies and nations

have been built and it is through selfishness that friction, clashes and

wars result; there"'ore it will be only through unselfish and co

operative methods that the world will eventually realize its aims and

ambitions to tke benefit of all without misery and grief to any. The

influences of these two elements are far-reaching and terrible in the

extreme '''''hen not applied to the world's problems in the ~ight spirit.

(2) CO·OPERATION IN THE BUILDING OF NATIONS

The struggles of the leaders of the various tribes to acquire leader

ship OVer neighboring tribes and the final growth of these tribes into

states and nations was the result of the tireless efforts of greatminded

and broad-visioned leaders who viewed the subject from an unselfish

a.nd unlimited point. Yao and Shun of China and Solomon of the west

were the great leaders who come off hand to the mind as illustrating
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the point. They caHooted various soattered and opposing tribes

together and welded them into a nation that derived great material

and spiritual gains through e -operation. In unifying a scattered series

of tribes or peoples together into a nation it will be found the best;

illustration possible to understand the idea of co-operation and building,

from an unselfish stantpoint. If at times, through self-aggrandizement,

oertain persons made use of the nation for selfish motives, that can be

easily wlderstood as the persons involved were not of tJ1e broad-minded

type and were working through personal and selfish motives to-gain,

from a material standpoint, something for themselves, such as wealth

or fame. It will be found that this type of person is not greatly

interested in the welfare of the people generally nor do they under

stand the possibilities of their position in benefitting the people through

unselfish acts.

There are various forms of government of which, for the people's

sake and benefit, it is generally accepted that the republic form is the

best; that it is the best for the general welfare of the people in that they

have a voice in settling matters of state and in the legislation effecting

the people. " his may be ture only where the leaders placed in the

positions of responsibility are true to their word and who strive to

employ their time in office for the welfare of the people to the exclusion

of selfish and personal aggrandizement. If the leaders eJected to office
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go so far as to p~rlliit ~e nl:lh motives and personal gain to overshadow

their lawful tlutL it UBl;W)!Y results in a dictator form of government

to the loss of the poople t~S a whole. Under a dictlJitor the people in a.

nation are similarly placed as if in prison. ha.ving no power to change

the conditions nor lw.vin~ the po~er to oppose the leaders who havegained

the power to ensla.-e the nation. Through more rapid and wider forms

of commllnication t.he world in general learnt that variOllS nations were'

ruled by a selfish policy or a oo-operative policy the last reacting to

their credit and the former to a loss of credit. The resllIts were, of

Course. both a greater knowledge of national affairs and also greater

efforts to force the lea.ders to co-operate for the world's benefits,

(3) REVOLUTI01'1 IN MOPERN NATIONAL POLITICS·

Since the nineteenth century the desire for greater indulgence in

national affairs swept over the various nations, and the Tesult has been

the downfall of a number of absolute monarchies and several dictator-·

ruled states where the p30ple hll.d no voice in government Some

absolute monarchies were s\yept out of existence and a representative

system of governme!lt institllted where the state was ruled by represen

tati\'e selected from various regions of the nation. The national affairs

are ~ovenledby the professional law and the constitutional law. Bllt

those representatives are not those who rea,Uy follow the spirit of
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co-operation. therefore a condition of selfishness fs produced. Compara

tively speaking, the monarchy system is the application of selfishness

by a single person whereas the representative system is the application

of selfishness by a group of persons. Some states swept out of office

absolute rlllers to institute various forms of government and finally tried

the committee system of government. In some cases those new forms

of governments were a success but in others cases they were a complete

'failure. causing greater confusion and troubles for the people.

Since b'Jth the representative system and the committee system

'resulted in failure, politicians begin to utilize the old system of dictator

ship, and a system of absolute monarchy again exists. Absolute monarchy

will produce distinct unhappiness. It is generally found that those

which were ruled by selfish policies failed in attaining the desired

happy. wealthy and peaceful state and revolution or upsets in govern

ment resulted~ In short, it wiII be found that regardless of what form

of government is set up and in power if a co-operative method is not

utilized failure follows. to the misery of the people in general Only the

application of cQ.operation will produce a general state of peace.

(4) GENERAL VIEW OF THE MODERN
SOCIAL THOUGHTS

Different kinds of social thoughts introduced since Rousseau
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fo mulated the "Social Contract". PoliticaIly, the government changed

from the system of diotatorship to the representative sys em and the

oommittee system.. Having failed with these systems, the thoughts' of

sooial communism was produced. The p!inciple of these thoughts is to·

preserve the general welfare for the people. to free he peoplp

from the monarchial control and the'economic difficulties. The methods

of developing these thoughts is that every individual mllst sacrifice h's

own benefits and work for all people in a cooperative manner.. The

<'lpplication of co.operation satisfies these desires ..

In fact, the dictators~ip system in the government is due to the

selfishness of the authorities and the economic difficulty is due to the

laok of co-operative eduoation in society. It is foolish and also

11seless for people to struggle against the government or the society so

as to oVeroome the monarchial control or economio difficulty. In order

to free from these troubles. cooperation is the only method that can be

applied. With the spirit of co-operation, people lived together

friendly and kindly. the government will' be a republic and he society

iortunate. If; without, co-operation, the selfishness will find its

existence in society. a state of confusion and struggle is raised. Peace

:and fortune are the conditions that people hope for and co-operation is

the road to these conditions, therefore people should put the spirit of

'co-operation in actual practice. Co.operation will produce a perpetual
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~"()od f r a~! p Oplef:i.

A r P' .bEc actually conducted upon a real co-operative spirit for

tile w liar of all the members of the nation may possibly suoceed in

a,ttaining wealth. peaoe and happines.<; for all. The teaching of the

people and the spreading of the knowledge that oo-operation will

alleviate th condition of affairs, in eoonomic affairs and in govern

mental 9.ffairs, will eventually result in the desired aims for all peoples.

in all nat ions.

(5) EXISTENCE OF CO·OPERATION IN MAN'S LIFE

It is strange that nature produces varied plants and animals of all

SOits and kinds. These differences are evidently due to the difference

in nature. Different natures will produce different appearance and

products. Cause and effect can be found in all things and especially in

nature's products. In some matters we are at loss to explain the cause

but we may see the effect. In one case it is shown by man's structure

and nature. fome men are wise, some are good, some are tolerant, some

are efficient and some are broad-visioned, but. all are different and no

general rule can be applied to mankind in general to illustrate man..

The opposite of these stated types of man are in abundance also and

the studying of their characters is of interest in addition to the studying

of these .outlined, if for no oth~r reason tha.n why they are of the type-
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:stated. Nature is usuaUy blamed for this strange design in humanity

Qut the reason is not so easy to find. The effect is there to be seen but

the cau~e is not so readily found nor understood. I t is for this reason

that the application of co·operation is so difficult and why leaders have

,such strenuous times in welding a nation together that will endeavor to

.attain a stated end without friction and opposition from members.

Leaders of broad-vision and of abIility have attempted to put into

practical use the principles' of co-operation and equality in their efforts

to enchance their nations prestige, wealth and peace. The idea of

,equality has lieen proclaimed and has been utilized as means to buiLd

the republican form of government but it will be found that in the

externals equality may exist to a certain degree but is not met within

man's ability. Laws have been passed and the republican form of

government has endeavered in every way possible to preserve the fiction

that man is equal but in the main it ha.'l been a failure because basicl.tI1y

man is not born, nor can he live, equal, owing mainly to the difference

in ability and other similar principles of life. Broad-visioned and

intellectual men will naturally win greater success than men of small

caliber who endeavor to gain their ends by selfish methods and who

strive for great things with a narrow-minded view-point. The theOl'y

of equality may be taught and proclaimed but to put it into practice

will result'is failure in the end.
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In viewing the proble~ as a whole it will be found that owing to

the different amount of abilities of men and the various amount of their

intellect it is not possible to attain a perfect state of co-operation with

out a certain amount of friction. Wealth and property would be

di tributed according to the person's ability and power, if, otherwise,

We distributed the productions among all people in equal proportion

according to the principle of equality, it is not favor to those men of

greater ability. This is really a condition of unequality..

The fact that man is .generally recognized as being of the animal

kingdom, though of the highest type, brings us to the point of nature

in reproduction. It is known that nature has generated the impulse in

man to have affection for woman and that through the working of

na ure's handicraft, affection and so forth, the race is reproduced.

Civilization recognizes this fact and in controlling society has finally,

through evolution, brought f<1rt.h a set of rules and regulations that guide

man and try keep his nature.open a high moral plane. There is

but one dis-advantage in this and that is the many inconveniences

attendant to man's acquiring a mate under the economic conditions

to-day. The heavy expenses and other drawbacks of a similar nature

h:we a tendency to prevent man from attaining that highly laudable

state.' a happy married life. It is one of the many and vital subjects.

tha.t mQst be studied and corrected if a real state of happiness and peace
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and content is to exist from efforts put forth through the co-operation

of the members of the n'.l.tion towards attaining success.
~ y . . .

In summarizing the analysis of the above we find that the subject

of equality is closely interwoven with the problem of attaining the

desired state of h8,ppiness, peace and content for a nation and its people

and find that only through an unselfish exertion and efforts by the

combined people can the desired state be successfully won and that

only by real co-operation by the whole for the benefit of the world.



CHAPTER III
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THE IDEAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF'THE
"WORLD OF CO-OPERATION"

-_·-oo ••• 1>..

(I) THE WORLD OF CO-OPERATION

The term "Republic World" has been introduced in my article of

the "Principles of Unity and complexity". The word "Republic" is

·easily confused with the term that used by the commu.nists, people

will mis-understand it and mis-use it. It is therefore required to

introduce the term "'''orld of Co-operation". There is no similarity

between the principles and type of government of the Communists and

the idea of a government created through co-operation as ou.tlined and

described in my works. World of co-operation will bring success and bring

happiness and peace whereas other forms, including the communistic

form, will surely fail in the long run. The teaching of co·operation

must be extended into education, politics anu aU other matters that

effeot the lives of the people living in the state. The world of

.co-operation is the ideal state that the world's peoples are ever striving

for and desiring.
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(21 NAMES OF"b·IFFERENCES NOT-ALLOWED

IN THE WORLD OFCQ.OPERATION

I have outlined the orgclillization and the professional law of the

world of co-oparation in chapter five of "Principles of Unity and

Complexity".. The aim of the organization and the law is to prevent

the explosion of international wars and struggles. World of co-operation

requires a commonwealth. Perpetual existence of the nations and

general welfare of the people are needed. Name of differenoes, safety

and ruining, strong and weak, great and small, are the sources of

struggle, which should not be permitted. The first step in creating the

world of co-operation wi11, of course, be a great ,,,orld conference, each

representative bringing to the meeting the authority of his individual

state to work for the creating of the international republic and the

submerging of individual and nation~Iistic ainbitions. During the

conference the professional was established and the world co-operation

administration organized, each nation of to-day will be a unit member of

the organization. The primary and main effort will be the welfare of

the World's peoples as a whole but not any individual state or nation's

people. The spirit 0";' co-operation must be instilled and must be the

most forceful element among the nations's represantative at the world

con";'erence.
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(3) AYOIDING ,THE' COMPETITION
OF FAME AND RIGHT

. The known..and utilized forms of government in the v,,"orld's nations

that govern nations and peoples to-day, absolute monarchy, representa-

tive, and committee form of government, are all failures. The absolute

monarchy i,B an absolute selfishness, whioh introduces the struggle of

fame and right. The representative and the committee form of

government is a failure owing to its competition of parties and their

usual selfish motives for obtaining the power of governing the nation.

There can be but one result from these types of government and that

is friction. clashes and wars. All of these forms of government are

based entirely upon selfishness, personal, party, and national, therefore

they can neVer 'be a success in peace, happiness and content.

Private and personal ambitions and personal fame for the selfish in-

dividual will .have to be eliminated and eradicated from the govern-

ment and all matters conducted upon a co-operative basis to attain

the desired result..

In case of the world of co·operation , the governing officers should be

elected from the members of the nation who have the greatest ability in

leadership and ,,,~ho have the greatest intellectual powers. The officers

have their specilized responsibilities but have no specialized rights. Th~
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highest reward. for a man of aqility .~hould be work well done and not

personal fame nor monetary z:ewtiords or other material rewards. Change

of office and election of new officials should take place at stated intervals

to insure that an official shall not become under the impression that his

services cannot be replaced nor that he is indispensable.

In an analysis of the above stated methods of creating and

conducting a government it will be found that this is the ideal method

of governing and that it is the surest course to eliminate wars and

clR.shes between people and nations and to attain that laudable con

dition of peace, content, wealth and happiness for all the world's peoples.

(4) CREATION OF GREAT CO-OPERATIVE MOVE
MENT IN POLITICAL AFFAIRS OF ALL

GOVERNMENTS AND STATES

There are a great many and varied systems of government

throughout the world to-day and as the peoples of the various nations

would naturally feel safer and more content under the guidance of their

present type of government it is better that the form shOUld not be

changed immediately; that is upon the creation the world of co-operation

and the inauguration of the co-operative movement the present types of

government shOUld be continued until the situation had become more

stabilized and until the world of co-operation shall have become strongly
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enough organized and prepared' fo~ eventualities that may arise before

the change is actually made. When the representatives to the "vorId

co~operation have become accustomed to the methods of conducting the

state of co-operation they" then could bring the matter up before their

peoples and nation as to the proper time to make the change over and

"b(come an integral part and' portion of the co-operati~ngovernment. The

new government would control and conduct 0.11 internal and" external

"affairs concerned with all nations a5 they became a; part o'? the new organi-

zation releasing the former officials to take up a new position in the new

organization if they are of the proper material, that is if they have the

ability and are.efficient and trusted servants of the former governments

who \viII employ their abilities in furthering the interests of the new

state in a co.operative spirit and wiII submerge all selfish and personal

aggrandizement, for the welfare of the people as a whole.

(5) REFORMATION OF THE WORLD ECONOMY
UNDER CO·OPERATIVE SYSTEM

It is generally realized and accepted that the economic systems of

-the world's nations have broken down under present methods:

The natllral analogy is a reformation of the present economic system

that will bring satisfactory results. in othero words one that will meet

the needs of the people and nations at prices that do not lead to paucity
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of commodities 0\\ .ing to the lack of competence. It is generally l:lJ1Uer

ood that a gOVCJ'llment attempts to create a condition 'whereas the

people I ay obta,in the necessities of life at the least expenditure and

hat thi· :is termed a part of the economic system. Owing to the

breakdown of the resent system a reformation is not only needed but

becomes a vital necessity which mQSt receive the attention of the

nation's leaderR above all else and prior to all other problems confronting

them.

This problem, under the system of the world of co-operation, by

co-operation, is solved to the satisfaction of all concerned. Where the

conomic system meets the demands of the people it will be found that

they are usually &'l,tisfied or contented with their government, but this

leasant state 0-[ affairs has not been considered to be. existing at present,

therefore the waves of unrest and civil wars that has swept over the

various nations and also the wide-spread interest being taken in the

_ubject by the peoples of all nationo. In short, the purpose of the

sy tem of the world co-operation economy is to benefit the people, for

the people are the only power that determines the economic polley in

the final analysis. An conomic policy that corresponds to peoples' de

mands must be sufficient and favorable. The procedures and methods fof'"

the world co-operation economy should be estabJishedas soon as the world

co-operation administration is ore,allized During this unfortunate age,
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every nation knows only the method to follow that results in selfishness,

the co-operation economy policy should not be rennounced if happiness

and peace is desired.

(6) THE WORLD CO.OPERATION EDUCATION,
ITS AIM AND. METHOD

Method is the mode of procedure of aotion and aim is the purpose

of endeavor or to say it in another way method is the cause of action

and aim is the result of action. Without proper methods the ultimate

aim desired or striven for will not be successfully achieved and the

methods utilized beoome meaningless to all purposea. A particular

method may be applied to one line of endeavor and achieve success

whereas if applied to the wrong pUi"pose it will fail. Thus the two

become intermingled when it is necessary to strive for a given aim and

if proper methods are not applied the whole of the endeavor becomes ~

waste of time and results in unrest and misery if it effects the

people in some important phase of their lives. Method and aim cannot,

therefore, be separated. If so or if wrongly applied it loses its entire

force and results in failure. Aim of an action may be in other words

termed as "Body" and method may be recognized as the road that is

capable to obtain the body.

The asserted aim and ambitions of aU nations in the world to-day

is the preservance of the nation, peace, happiness, content, greater
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prestige and of course, many other stated aims. A close study of their

aims and their methods will show, hO\vever, that all 'are based upon a

spirit of selfishness and, in the striving for the general ","elfare, a non-co

operative and selfish course is followed, leading to friction'and wars. An

illustration will suffice to point out this pertinent fact. The attitude of a

nation towards another nation may be com pared to a person's viewpoint

upon a sheep. There is no dOl~bt but what the person' may hold a certain

amount of affection and interest for the welfare of the sheep but

eventually it will be found the ultimate end in view is the eating of the

animal. It is through similar courses that wars are generated and that

friction arises between nation and peoples, directly through lack of co

operation.

The avowedoaim of all oivilized nations and their leaders to-day is the

preserving of peace and the general welfare of the people. The courseS

pursued or the methods applied all vary according to the various view

points and ideas of the many and varied leaders who attempt to attain

this lnudable state of affairs. Success will not attend these efforts until

enlightened peoples understand and are educated up to the point of

thoroughly understanding the spirit of co-operation.

Every member of all nations must be trained and educated into the

spirit of co-operation and self-control. Self-control is to train people to

control their organs °of actions, such as ears, eyes, mouth and the body.
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The chief aim is to train the people ~ot to fo~low the spirit of selfishness·

.Anyone is capable to free himself fro!? selfif:;hness, and become a person

of good conduct; we then Sc'\Y that person's character is stable. Stablized

character is the right ambition that a person may have, the foundation

f co-opera.tion. AppIic<\tion of the spirit of stablized body means th&

development of co-operation. The person educated to the point where

full understanding of co-operation results in happiness; ~ontent and

peace, Jacking this education will have nothing but misery, grief and

unhappiness to show for their efforts.

(7) APPLICATION AND RITES OF CEREMONY

The full tlllderstanding of the rites of ceremony have lost their

significance and are not generally realized. this state of affairs having

been in force for the past three thousand years, in fact sinoe the Tan

and Yu dynasties of China. The full realization of the effects and good

of the rites of ceremony reached its peak in those days and has since

gradually declined and becomes of less importance.

It is through the ritual of ceremony that the people .can be and are

taught a great many principles and subjects pertaining to life and it is

also through this medium that certain lessons of ,respect and discipline

are conveyed to the people as· a whole, otherwise they would

remain in ignorance of both the lessons imparted and the significance.
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which is so important to their lives.

There are a great many learned minds that fl.\J]y comprehend the

purport of It>.w in aU its divisions but there are not a great many that

fully realize the importance of ceremony, nor the importance this form

of rites has upon humanity. In the past the ancients attached a far

greater significance upon forms of ceremony than do present day leaders.

Broad visioned and deep-thinking minds will understand the good

.that can be aohieved through various ceremonies and the correct and

propor method of applying them to our daily lives but this knowl'3dge

comes only after deep research and study.

The application of ceremonies to our daily lives will lead, through

co-operation, to all the laudable aims that are striven for. and acclaimed

as being striven for. by aU nations, peoples and all classes of society.

( 8) MUSIC. EFFECTS IN I MPROVING THE CUSTOM
OF THE WORLD OF CO-OPERATION

Ceremony is used to control a person's conduct. which is an

external training whereas music is l.\sed to improve a person's nature,

which is an internal amusement. It is evident that ceremony effects

the material side of life and illustrates to us the forms of conduct,

music has a spiritual value little realized generally. Music brings forth

a.nd creates a. spiritual psychology in the people that raises their
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standards of Jiving, contacts with their fe1l6w-men and general"Inode of

liuman conduct to a. greater degree that?" is fully understood by the

gener,al run of humanity. Musio may be"used to instill martial thoughts

or it may be utilized' to bring peaceful thoughts to the people, as is

desired by the leaders. it has been the wrong and wiJiul misuse of

,mUsic that has aided to such a great extent the teaching of militarism

, and ali selfish ao"tions that lead to suffering, grief and unhappiness.

• I

(9) LAW, APPLICATiON OF. TO AID IN~ APPLYJN~

CEREMONY AND ,MUSIC ·TO HUMANITY'S
.PROBLEMS AND GENERAL LIFE.

Law,,-being what it is, the expression of the majority ~nto rules and

regulations for the protection of the weaj{, it is necessary that We fully

understand its scope and limitation. Law cannot and does not make

"good people", it ~er~ly regulates the scope of theiV-:action and promises

punishment if they transgress those rules. Ceremony and music having

closer applicat.ion to the psychology of the peop~e oan be and is used, in

some cases, to te.ach the people the right method of living and th,e

,correct and moral manner of. making c~mtacts with feI1ow~ma]1.. These

two last matters -c'annot, nor are they, 'utilized whe.r;e the law is used to

control pe6ple's a;ctip!?-'s. Present day politician!,! 'and leaders "usually

know the methods, a.nd,eff~cts, of l~w, but are jgnor~nt, as the ancientl'l
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were not, of the full utility of the rites of ceremony and music. It is

therefore necessary that thorough education be acquired Concerning the

use and effects of music and ceremony by the leaders and that these two

forms be utilized to the best advantage and to the fulJest effect in the

world of co-operation. Law merely effects people's action whereas

ceremony and music effeots peoples thoughts and the standard of living

mentally.
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RESULT OBTAINED IN THE WORLD
OF CO.OPERATION

(I) DECREASE OF THE PEOPLES' BURDENS

The various policies pursued by the several nations are based

entirely upon sel1lshness. The policies followed necessitate the ex

penditure of larger and larger sums upon military preparedness resulting

to the people. in higher and higher taxes to support the military

development of the state. The result is a sacrifice of the production of

the people for unprofitable machines and labor of many men unprofit

ably emp~oyed. It results in a vicious circle. greater sums expended

for arms to defend the country, greater arms to defend the territory and

wealth acquired, by militarism through wars, from neighboring powers.

Thus it goes on and on with increased taxes necessary to support the

greatest armies the world has ever seen, under arms to-day. Various

pacts and treaties, in addition to the League of Nations, have come into

being to preserve the peace of the world but they all are unsuccessful
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owing to the spirit of selfishness underlying the actions of the various

lenders 0-[ the nations signing these conventions.

If real trust and confience could be felt among the leaders of the

nations when they gather around the conference board to draw up a

peace convention instead of suspicion and selfishness on the part of

certain ones than a true peaoe pact could be signed that would be of

use and which would assure the wurld's peoples that wars would be

outlawed forever. If, also, administraters of various nations could

realize that a nation or group of nations could be administered with less

expenditure of wealth by co-operation the desired conditions would

adjust themselves automatically and the proclaimed aims and objects of

peace-inclined leaders would be realized to the happiness, content and

pleasure of the whole world. It would decrease military expenditure

and various other forms of heavy taxes, resulting in less bloodshed,

misery, starvation and other woeful conditions in the several nations.

It is necessary, however, that a true spirit of co-operation, of give and

tn.ke, should prevail ever the conference board when the representatives

meet to settle their various difficulties.

(2) ECONOMIC CONDITIONS THROUGH
CO-OPERATION

Economics form of the greatest and most difficult problem be-
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setting the 'world's nations to·day. It is beginning to be realized that

regardless of how wealthy a natio~ may· be, if other nations al"e laboring

under economical difficulties the rest of the world will be effected am!

misery will be the result in all countries. This tie-up between nations.

in an economical way, has only in the last decade been fully llnderstood

and realized therefore there has nof, as yet, no method been found that

will solve the problem without tile co-operation of the entire world. It

has been through selfish polioies that the best and greatest leaders of the

world have been una.ble to solve the problem but it is finally being

learned that there are certain methods applicable that will force the

selfish nations to fall into line and 2.:d the others in bringing peace and

content to the world's toilers. It has been this state of selfishness that

has caused the present state of unrest, discontent. misery, starvation

and general distressful conditions to prevail throughout the world's na

tions. An absolute state of co·operation utilized by the various nations

would result in renewed hope, content and happiItess, in addition to a

bettering of tile economical conditions o~: if all nations would co-operate

together to attain this state. The Communist experiment in RUf'sia

was supposed to have lightened the load :from the shoulders of the toilern

and to bring a state of content and happiness to its members but a close

study of this method will shc>w that it has been a failure as has been

nreviously stated and for reasons already outlined.
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(3) SELF-CULTIVATION IN THE WORLD
OF CO.OPERATION

Modern teachem, philosophers n.nd politicians have discovered that

a new psyohology can be imparted to the people. It is the cultivation

of self-control. If the habit of self-control is a.oquired and is applied to

human conduct in a proper manner, it becomes of great value to the

person. However, the misapplication of this new method will result iJ\

disaster. The misdirecting of this potent force and action causes

selfishness and narrow-vision to wards great problems. It is neoessa.ry

for the leaders of nations to be men of great ability and 0·: broad-vision

to teach the people that self-control wrongly taught and wrongly

applied merely leads to selfishness and results in unhappiness, dis-

content and trouble.

Cultivation of the habit o·~ tolerance, consideration and co-operation

is necessary if the misapplied spirit of self-control and selfishness is not

to overcome the good o·f the people and result in failure. The illustra

tion of the sheep will also apply to this subject as has been previously

outlined. The world's nations are short of men of good caliber and

who ha.ve the interests of the people at heart.

(4) REGULATION OF NATIONAL POLICY
AND PERSONAL CHARACTER
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The world of co-operation being based upon unselfishn-3ss, strictly

adhering to high principles, and being conducted for the weI are of the

people, will eradicate aU previous sorts of government that were con

ducted under dictatorships, committee, and representative forms of

constitutions. The world of co-operation will be divi~ed into many

units, the central unit and the division unit; but there will be no

. difference in rank of the several divisions, all being equal before the

public and responsible to it for the efficient and honest conduct of their

work. An illustration will suffice to explain, thus: the bureau of finance

will not be permitted to conduct their activities in secret but ,viII

permit the public to oversee and to understand all operations with

publio aduit and reports.

The very common faults Gf every man, of boasting and of bestowing

flattery, must be eradicated, owing to the drawbaoks attendant to such

petty vices. The results and' disabilities that result are greatly out of

proportion. in their harm than would be supposed from such trivial

actions, and vices. It will be found, after an analysis, that man is

usually desirous of fame and selfi8h ends when he utilizes such petty

devices to attain his ends. In the new state formed by co-operation

these vices will be eliminated and will become a part of the various

outmodeq processes that are discarded info the limbo of time as being

out of fashion and to antique for modern usage.
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There will be another laudable end achieved, also, in the new state,

and that is the eradioation of competition of humans for fame an.d

personal honors. The fact that work well done is sufficient to the

worker. thereof will become a general state of affairs and will result in

greater efficiency and honesty in governmental affairs. Thus we will

regulate governmental affairs and policy and build personal oharacter.

(5) SUBJECT OF COLONIES OF NATIONS

The present policy of the several nations controlling colonies is to

obtain as muoh more land and peoples to govern as is possible. This is a

selfish policy and will also be dropped in the world of co-operation. The

colonies must be openly governed during the world of co-operation.

The division of nations is simply for the convenience of administration.

Wherever there is territory there may be a nat~on.

The question of the world becoming overstocked with people has

been advanced from time to time by various research bure3.us and

members of scientific bodies but this question and problem will neVer

arise. It is physicologically learned that the propulation will increase

as much as two times within thirty yea.rs, and three hundred years after

the popula.tion would pe ten times as much. If the ra.te of increasing

the population is constant then the territory will not be sufficient for men

to liVe. But this is not actually true. F;sh, among living organisms,
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in the world, reproduc3 the most. 0:1e fish may reproduce many hun

dred thousand fish. If after ten years with constant reproduction,

without natural death and other methods of keeping their numbers

down, the waters would not be sufficient for fish to live. But this case

is not true. Since water is always sufficient for fish to live therefore

territory must be sufficient fol' men to live.

In short, only with selfishness in application the world territory

wiII he insufficient for people to live. if, with all restrictions removed

there would be quite enough territory for all the peoples that the worl9

wiII eVer see or have.

(6) ELIMINATION OF COURTS OF LAW

The most trite statement eVer made in regard to law was the one

that "It is law that creates crime". This is a fact and must be fully

understood when bringing the subjeot of the elimination of courts of law

into effect under the world of co-operation. The people of the co

opera.tive state having been educated to the high standard necessary

and to the point where they understood and realize the good resulting

from the methods of co-operation would become naturally more tolerant,

more cO:lsiderate, of greater and a better character and the various

tra,nsgressions of the law would aut.omatically cea.se making the courts of

law useless and out of dlllte. The people. applying the new principles would

be automatically doing away with the courts wit,hout realizing the -fact.
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. (7) . UNIFICATION OF PEOPLES CUSTOMS WITH
BENEVOLENT POLITICS

Benevolent politics can be explained hus = in ancient and modern

times there were, and are, five differen methods of government and

ways that effect the people, they are = politics, affairs, right, position

and benefices. The various names as outlined may appear t.o the

different:from each·other but it will be found that they 8J,'e similar and

that they are merely the affairs of government conducted under the

term of politics.

What do we mean by politics? It means te maintain the peace of

the nation and the welfare of the people through the effort of the

authorities of the government, that is the authel'ities in the government

mu. t know how to follow the law of the government and how to govern

themselves and how to work for the people beneficially. A favorable

condition is thus creaated. Affairs means the authorities understand

how to settle the events occurring in the nation in the right and proper

manner. Right means that the particular authority is fuU of knowledge

and ability. He is able to manage the national affairs. This particular

man has the absolute power to rule the' nation. Positien means the posi

tion of the authority is the highest in the nation. Once a person arrive

at this position he becomes the chief of the nation who has the power

to control the nation and the people. Benefit means the authority of
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the nation ha.<; the . b .olutci power toO distribute the produotion of the-
. ",. ,

nation. People ~. io' disobey hi~ command will be considered as a

traitor to the govenn.nellt arid should be punished. All these explana-

tions, exoept the first one, are all failures, because the systems fall into

the system of dictatorship.

I t is through the faot· that the various authorities of the several

nations are;ignorant of the correct methods of ruling the' nations; they

only understand the methods a,s outlined· above; therefore there is no

mystery as to why there is so muoh misery and grief' in" the world

to-day. Their activities 'are directed in the wrong direotion to ac'hieve

success i~ their alms, 'In the new state of co-operatio!i this will be

eliminated arid the prInoiPles of co-oparation will eradica.te this state of

affairs to the general benefit and·welfare of the people.

.(8) CULTIVATION OF P~OPLE'S C8A~CTER5

During 'the middle'ages in Eastern AsiSl. ·education became a part

of the general life of.' the 'people and the terms '(:Master'" and

"Instructor~' became widely known and accepted. \Ve interpret these

terms in modern day' as teaoher.

It was a generaUy aocepted. idea' that the master wail rich in

knowledge· and noble in chat'aoter. His speeohes, teachings and

activities were held up and used as models' for the others to conform to
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in life. The instl'Uctor was slightly lower in rank and knowledge as he

taught. by speeches, but. did not attempt to influence his followers by

his actions, this was left to the master who was·a model of virture and

high character. The differ~nce can be· seen both as to application and

a to results. The instructor's methods are undesirable as is evident

whereas the ma...,ter's methods are most desirable. It is through the

master's methods that noble characters are built. 'Iherefore it is

evidently desirable that the new state be educated by new masters who

will influence the people towards attaining high character and noble

standards.

(9) THE BRILLIANCY OF THE WORLD
OF CO-OPERATION

The new stat~ founded upon unselfishness, and existing upon co-

opern.tion in education, politics, people's customs, characters. ceremony,

etc., will be well regulated and will be in a continual peaceful state.

Under the new system people will know and understand how to control

thewEelves and will know how to co-operate with all for the general

benefit, resulting in that desirable state where there will be no one of

evil character or those without the necessities of life. Ten or twenty

years of tea.ohings and life under this state of affairs will teach the

people co-operative politics and education. The whole plan must be
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applied and taught to all regardless of wether they are of a civilized

state or a savage state. All must be brough ·under this desirable state

to the welfare of the entire world. We wlll then attain the great

peaceful and contented commonwealth.



CHAPTER V

PRJNCIPLES OF SELF-CULTIVATION

~* 0.01 :e,•• _

(I) METHODS OF SELF-CULTIVATION

Man is similar to plant life in that cultivation is necessary to bring

forth the best traits of the human character. This is usually termed

training and education but it must be in conjunction with seIf

cultivation or man attains maturity with various traits that react

unfavorably upon those he comes into contact with, or if he be in a

responsible position, reacts upon society and national and international

affairs in an unfavorable manner. Self-cultivation of high principles in

co-operation with education becomes necessary then to create men of

sterling character for POS'tiOllS of leadership.

Character-building and cultivation of high standards by new

educational methods must be inaugurated in the new state to

in ure Success. The olden and present time methods of education must

be done away with as they merely teach the student a basis of

education without that deeper knowledge of human character. In the

past and present days it ha.s been taught that self-glory and porsonal
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